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The Local Bubble/Local Cavity
The Complex of Local 
Interstellar Clouds

Hot gas
(T ~ 106 K)

From Welsh et al. (2010) based on NaI dataFrom Frisch, Redfield & Slavin (2011)
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Local Interstellar 
Cloud





From Galeazzi et al. 2014



From Liu et al. (2017)
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Derived space velocities of 
the clouds in the CLIC 

Distribution of CLIC over the sky

CLIC velocity components 
relative to mean velocity

The CLIC is a grouping 
of warm interstellar 
clouds within 15 pc of 
the Sun, surrounding 
us in all directions and 
moving with a similar 
velocity



From Linsky et al. (2016)

Signatures of cloud-cloud 
interactions?  Morphology of 
LIC/Blue Cloud/Mic suggests it

Cloud relative velocities also suggest cloud-
cloud interactions. Interstellar scintillation 
seen toward quasars is consistent with 
scattering screens at locations of possible 
cloud interaction (Linsky et al. 2008)



• Does turbulence have other dependencies? 

turbulent 
velocities of only ~1 – 3 km/s for CLIC 
clouds.



Velocities of absorption line 
components vs. angular distance 
from downstream vector

The LIC velocity component is seen in 
absorption lines on more than 80 lines of sight 
toward stars < 15 pc away.
Evidence points to a warm, T = 7500 K, low 
density, n = 0.25 cm-3, cloud; partially ionized, 
H ~ 20 – 30% ionized, He ~ 40%
LIC is source of neutrals that flow into the 
Solar System which adds more constraints to 
the modeling. Equilibrium photoionization 
models (Slavin & Frisch 2008) match most 
data, though strict equilibrium is not likely.



From Redfield & Linsky (2008)

LIC and G cloud 
show a range of T 
and turbulent 
velocities for 
different lines of 
sight.

There is some evidence for real variations in 
temperature and turbulence velocity, though the 
variations are not large.



• polarization measurements 

• heliosphere models & data 

Polarization vectors for nearby stars (from 
Frisch et al 2015) along with extinction map.

We have no measure of the 
magnetic field in the hot gas









Cloud complex after two 
explosions and 1.4x106 yr
• Most parts of initial cloud 

complex remain together
• velocity gradients exist within 

cloud and between fragments
• Most of the mass has been 

heated to warm temperatures, 
but cold clumps remain

• Wide range of T and n
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• Thermal equilibrium curves are determined by 
heating and cooling rates

• At certain pressures 2 stable phases are possible
• Equilibration times can be long, especially for 

lower density gas



After 2 explosions (2nd one 
at t = 5x105 yr) field is low on 
average in hot gas, but with 
large fluctuations

The multiple SNe and reflected 
shocks/waves create a fairly 
turbulent B field in the hot gas
In clouds the field is more regular 
in general but in some cases, 
field has wrapped around the 
cloud so that different sides of 
the cloud have different 
polarities with a null line in the 
middle. Also, (numerical) 
reconnection has lead to 
magnetically isolated regions.




